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Abstract: This paper gives a physical justification for the wettability conditions for the limited area 
crystal surface by a small-volume  catalyst droplet at the end of  the growing nanowires (NW) 
characterized by a contact angle β, shown that under the stationary conditions NW's growth with 
a singular facet, there are the only values of  the angles β and γ (the inclination angle of  the crystal 
side surface to this facet), which correspond to the minimum increment of  the free energy three-
phase system αLVcosβ + αSL = αSVcosγ and defines the catalyst droplet's steadiness at the NW's 
top. With the cylindrical NWs growth, the conditions of  indifferent equilibrium are realized at the 
drop wetting perimeter. A drop, due to the dissolution of  a crystallizing substance or its separation 
from a liquid solution, can take an equilibrium shape with a contact angle β that does not satisfy 
the equilibrium contact angle condition θ in the Young equation. A concentric fracture (rib) at the 
NW top should increase the observed wetting angle θ and lead to contact angle hysteresis. The 
defined restrictions imposed on the contact angle value of  a stable catalyst drop at the NW’s top. 
The catalyst drop will take an equilibrium shape if  the hysteresis angle β is in the range θ < β ≤ θ' + 
γ  (θ' is the wetting angle of  the NW side walls). For the growth of  semiconductor NWs in the form 
of  a straight cylinder, γ = 900 and therefore always β > 90°. Shown that the direction of  the three-
phase line displacement  relative to the droplet surface is determined by the growth angle φ0: for the 
nonwetting growth mode of  NWs (with a cross facet) φ0 = β – γ; for the wetting growth mode (with 
an end curved surface near the three-phase line) 2 2 2

0 arccos(( ) / 2 ).SV LV SL SV LVϕ α α α α α= + −
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1. INTRODUCTION
Semiconductor nanowires (NWs) of  
materials such as Si, Ge, GaAs, InSb, 
GaP, InAs, etc., are a perspective crystal 
basis for an element base creation of  
new generation radio-electronic devices: 
broadband nanoantennas of  the optical 
range, highly sensitive nanosensors, 
efficient thermoelectric nanogenerators, 
microminiature frequency mixers and phase 
detectors, operating in the range up to 100 
MHz at 300 K, and others [1,2]. The most 
widespread method NWs growing vapor-
liquid-solid (VLS), in which is used a nano-
sized droplets of  metals in liquid-phase 
as a catalyst for effective collection and 
decomposition of  precursors [3-5].

In the process of  VLS growth, the 
NWs have a lateral crystal surface which is 
formed without contact with the walls of  
a crucible or container, such as in many 
other crystallization methods, which allows 
providing a high structural perfection of  
the grown crystals, rule out the appearance 
dislocations and the emergence of  
mechanical stresses. At the same time, the 
NW’s morphology and transverse sizes are 
determined by the shape and volume drops 
of  catalyst on the top of  a growing crystal, 
also the formation conditions of  the curved 
surface of  a catalyst drop near the triple 
phase boundary vapor, liquid, crystal, and 
strongly depend on the parameters' growth 
process. Along with the surface energy, a 
key parameter, characterizing the meniscus 
of  the liquid phase on the NW’s top is the 
contact angle β, defined between the tangent 
to the surface liquid at a point on the three 
phases conjugation line and the end facet of  
NWs. The form of  crystalline phase (zinc 
blende (ZB) or wurtzite (WZ) for nanowires 
АIIIВV) depends on the value of  the 
contact angle, spatial direction of  growth, 

crystallographic orientation (usually <111> 
for Si and Ge NWs), edge polarity (111)A 
or ( 111 )B GaAs NWs, etc. [6-8].

The contact angle is a controlled 
technological parameter, which makes the 
possibility to ensure stable repetition of  crystals 
growth with a needed structure and specified 
electrical characteristics. However, regarding 
the contact angle of  the catalyst drop, there 
is a misunderstanding and confusion in the 
literature of  the NWs growth [9-13]. So, despite 
the fact that the equation αSL = –αLVcosβ, where 
αLV and αSL are specific free surface energy 
of  interfaces liquid/vapor and crystal/liquid 
respectively [9], is determining the droplet 
equilibrium condition on the cylindrical NW's 
top, which wide applied and used, Recently was 
written a number of  international works which 
is considering the doubts about indicated 
expressions and estimates of  the angle β, 
determined by this equation [10,11,13-15]. In 
most of  these works, the droplet contact angle 
at the NW’s top is analyzed based on Young's 
equation for wetting liquid of  an extended solid 
surface [10-12]. However, the problem is that 
the contact angle of  the catalyst drops on top 
cylindrical NW is always greater than 90° and 
does not satisfy the contact angle condition 
θ in Young's equation [16]. Important works 
were published important work regarding a 
role of  crystal edges [11,12,14,15,17,18] and 
the influence of  droplet volume to the contact 
angle [19,20]. In works [11,12] is stated that, 
to describe the equilibrium wetting condition a 
catalyst drop of  the end surface of  a cylindrical 
crystal which limited by a three-phase line 
(TL), Young's equation cannot be satisfied, 
since it includes the specific free surface 
energy of  crystalline phase αSV, characterizing 
the extended surface of  the solid body. Thus, 
the authors of  [14] believe that in some cases, 
the equilibrium angle predicted by Young's 
equation can performed only at certain points 
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on TL. However, according to these authors, 
such considerations do not mean that a drop 
is in balance. As a result, hastily is that no 
conclusions about the quantities specific free 
surface energy interfaces based on contact 
angle drops of  catalyst on top of  the NW 
cannot be obtained [11,15].

Considering the fundamental angle value of  
the catalyst drop contact for controlled growth 
and physical properties of  NWs, the goal of  
this work is the physical substantiation of  
wettability conditions crystalline surface limited 
area with a small volume liquid on the NWs 
top and resolution of  the misunderstanding 
problem of  equilibrium conditions for a 
catalyst drop with an angle contact on the end 
face of  the crystal.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Si and SiхGe1-х NWs were grown in an 
oven term concept (GNA, USA) by the 
crystallization method from the gas phase 
in the hydrogen chloride process using Ni 
and Au particles as catalysts from 200 nm. 
Temperature range of  NW growth was 1273-
1373 K. Used for growing NW H2 was purified 
by modern methods and had a dew point of  
215 K mixture H2 and SiCl4 (SiCl4+ GeCl4) was 
prepared in standard liquid sources bubbling 
type mole ratio components МSiCl4/МH2 (МSiCl4 
+ GeCl4/МH2) was maintained in the range 
from 0.005 to 0.01. Growth substrates were 
polished monocrystalline silicon wafers brand 
KEF-20(111).ETO.0.035.TU.400±20 µm with 
orientation {111}. NWs Growth Rate was 
determined by the "time marks" method [2]. 
For reproducible results and exclusion of  the 
influence of  NWs on each other it is important 
that the crystals are isolated, those located on 
the substrate at a sufficient distance (~1 µm). 
Dependence on NW length Si and Ge on the 
process temperature in the range from 773 K 
to 1273 K crystals on the VAK-501 installation 
(Evatec, Switzerland) by molecular beam 

epitaxy (MBE). Grown NWs were studied 
by transmission methods (TEM) 100-BR 
(Ukraine)) and raster electronic microscopy 
JSM-6380LV (JEOL, Japan), whose resolution 
is less than 1-2 nm, which is sufficient to 
determine the NW growth rate with the 
required accuracy.

Information about the growth parameters 
of  Si NWs, Ge, GaAs, etc. were also analyzed 
according to literary sources.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Observations of  the growth of  Si, Ge and 
SiхGe1-х NWs, having a circular cross section 
show that drops of  M(metal)-Si, M-Ge and 
M-SiхGe1-х do not descend on the side surface 
of  the NWs,and wets the vertex flat face 
{111}. Drop M-catalyst on the NWs top is 
a truncated spherical segment of  an almost 
perfect spherical shapes (Fig. 1a,b). In this 
case, the contact angle value on the face {111} 
Si, Ge, and SiхGe1-х NWs always exceeds 
90°. The NW crystallization front, as a rule, 
represented by a crystallographic face family 
{111}. With good wettability crystal surface 
catalyst (in systems AuAl-Si, AuGa-Si, Au-
Ge, Au-Si, etc.) front crystallization is curved. 
On Fig. 2 shown TEM images vertices of  Si 
NWs obtained in [22]. Under conditions of  
stationary growth of  NWs semiconductors, a 
certain interface area ratio drops of  SSL and 
SLV catalyst, consequently, constant ratio 
of  the crystal radius and droplet radius r/R 
(Fig. 1a,b). Specified the ratios are obviously 
geometrically related to the contact angle 
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Fig. 1. TEM images of  GaAs NW vertices with structure 
ZB (a) and WZ (b) and a singular end face [21]. Scale bars 

5 nm.

                  a                                        b
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of  the catalyst drop β on the NW’s top. In a 
real system, it is difficult to eliminate random 
variations of  crystallization conditions. 
Therefore, random breaks and fragmentation 
of  catalyst drops, leading to NW branching 
(Fig. 3a), bends crystals (Fig. 3b), movement 
of  catalyst droplets on the side walls of  the 
crystal (Fig. 3c).
3.1. solId body wettIng wIth a lIquId 
droplet 
It is known [23] that for all possible variations 
catalyst drop shape during growth NWs under 
conditions of  constant temperature, mass and 
volume of  phases free energy of  the system 

liquid-vapor-solid F must remain constant 
value (minimum for stable equilibrium), i.e. δF 
= 0. B hydrostatic approximation equilibrium 
the shape of  the surface of  the liquid drop 
at the top NW is described by the capillary 
equation Laplace [24]

1 2

1 1 ,
( ) ( )L gw const

R A R A
α ρ

 
+ + = 

 
 (1)

where R1(A) and R2(A) – principal radii of  
curvature liquid/vapor interface element ds 
in point A on it, ρ  is the density of  the 
liquid phase, g is the free fall acceleration, 
w is the height of  the surface element above 
selected level. Radius R1(A) > 0 and R2(A) 
> 0 if  positive direction normal n to the 
curve on the drop surface goes inside the 
liquid, and R1(A) < 0 and R2(A) < 0 if  – 
from liquid. The w axis is directed vertically 
up. The value of  const depends on the 
choice of  start reference coordinate w and is 
equal to the pressure, under which contains 
a drop of  catalyst in plane w = 0. When the 
origin coordinates w coincides with a flat 
surface liquids on a flat crystallization front, 
then const = 0.

The distribution of  the liquid is a peculiar 
mechanism of  its creeping onto hard surface. 
Considering it, it's easy to understand that if  
the drop is on the surface solid body, then 
a complete change in the free energy of  the 
system is expressed as [25]
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                              a                                                    b                                                        c
Fig. 3. Uncontrolled PFA growth: (a) NWC SixGe1-x with droplet rupture and crystal branching, (b) Si NWs with bends, 

(c) InAs NWs with droplet migration to the side walls [11]. Scale bars 100 nm.

Fig. 2. TEM images of  Si NW vertices with particles 
AuAl-Si (a, b), AuGa-Si (c, d) and curved near TL by the 

crystallization front [22].
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1 2

1 1
( ) ( )

0,

LV
s

IJ
l

F gw ds n
R A R A

t dl

δ α ρ δ

α δ

  
= + + ⋅ +  

  

+ ⋅ =

∫

∑∫
 (2)

Δn, is the normal component of  displacement 
liquid/vapor interface element ds, dl is the length 
element of  the wetting perimeter, δt is shift of  
this element along the surface of  a solid body 
(along the normal to the perimeter element), 
αIJ – specific free surface energy individual 
parts of  the liquid surface I, in contact with 
phases J (solid/vapor (SV), liquid/vapor (LV) 
and solid/liquid (SL)). As applied to a drop of  
catalyst on top of  the NW, the first term in (2) 
reflect the changes in the free energy of  a three-
phase systems with variations in the droplet 
shape, and the second the term represents the 
change free energy of  the system for possible 
the movement of  a drop along an extended 
horizontal surface of  the crystal.

Given the independence of  ds and dl 
changes, for δF to be equal to zero, the equality 
zero of  both integrands in (2)

1 2

1 1 0,LV gw
R R

α ρ
 

+ + = 
 

 (3)

cos 0.SV SL LVα α α θ− − =  (4)
Equation (3) describes the effect of  

curvature surface and gravity to the equilibrium 
liquid form. Here the condition for complete 
equilibrium (2) is not satisfied. For nanoscale 
liquid-phase drops of  the M-catalyst by the 
influence gravity can be neglected ( 0).gwρ =

Then (3) the first term will only reflect the 
effect of  surface curvature (dispersion) of  a 
small-volume liquid on the internal pressure. 
The first term in (3) should be true when, for 
example, the equilibrium drop of  the catalyst is 
at top of  a cylindrical or prismatic NWs with 
vertical walls. In the absence of  gravity and at 
a constant droplet volume liquid (V = const), 
equation (3) can be write as min minIJ IJ

IJ
Sα =∑  

(Gibbs-Curie principle), SIJ is the area of  
individual parts of  liquid surfaces in contact 
with other phases, and the summation is 
carried out over the entire surface of  the drop.

Expression (4) characterizes the equilibrium 
drops on the wetting perimeter, described 
Young's equation. This expression is true when 
a drop is located on an extended flat surface 
of  a solid body (substrate). The complete 
equilibrium condition (2) is also is not satisfied, 
since ds depends on δt, and, therefore, the first 
term depends on specific free surface energy 
solid/vapor interface αSV, which increases 
wetting perimeter. In this case, free Gibbs 
surface energy  min.IJ IJ

IJ
Sα ≠∑

3.2. the equIlIbrIuM droplet at the nws 
top wIth a sIngular Cross faCet

Let us now consider point A on the dividing 
line of  three phases adjacent to the transverse 
singular {111} faces of  the NW crystallization 
front (Fig. 4a,b). In this case, the catalyst drop 
dosen’t wet the side surface of  the crystal. 
Crystallization on the {111} face occurs 
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                   a                                              b                                                         c
Fig. 4. Conjugation scheme of  three phases at the top of  conical (0 < γ < 90°) (a), cylindrical (γ = 90°) (b) NW and on 

the substrate (γ = 0) (c). 
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via nucleation and growth in the tangential 
direction of  steps of  monoatomic height h. Let 
the steps be generated or absorbed TL in such 
a way that the emergent of  the side surface of  
the NW at point A is inclined to the horizontal, 
i.e. to the singular face {111}, at an angle γ (Fig. 
4a). Then, when varying the drop height single 
crystal layer h crystal lengthens by lS = h/sinγ, 
{111} face of  the front crystallization is grow 
down by lSL = lScosγ, and the surface of  the 
drop is reduced by  lL = lScos(β–γ).

Change in free energy FS, associated with a 
change in the areas of  three adjacent surfaces 
when the TL is displaced from point A to 
point B will be [26]

( )2  ,S S S SL SL L LF r l l lπ α α α= − −  (5)
or per unit length TL

( )cos cos .
sinS S SL L

hF α α γ α β γ
γ

= − − −    (6)

In expression (5), through 2πrl (l with 
indices S, L, SL) marked by the area increment 
phase boundaries crystal/vapor S, liquid/
vapor L and solid/liquid SL, respectively. Sign 
"–" before the second and third terms in (6) 
means when TL is displaced from the point 
A to point B corresponding surface decreases.

Further, to simplify in expression (6) denote  
α = FS/h. Then the change in specific free 
surface energy ∆α three-phase system when 
absorbing a step (calculated per unit of  length 
TL and per one the absorbed step with height 
h) can be written as

.SLα α α∆ = −  (7)
It consists of  a term – αSL (disappearance 

steps) and the term α associated with the 
change areas of  all three adjacent surfaces 
[26]. If  ∆α < 0, then single-crystal steps can be 
absorbed (generated) by the line separation of  
three phases, forming a side surface NWs at an 
angle γ. This is possible if  φ0 < θ, where φ0 – 
corner inclination of  the segmental surface of  
the drop to the displacement direction of  the 

line of  three phases. Then the drop will move 
at an angle, sliding down along the step of  the 
formed crystalline layer, reducing the area of  its 
wetting. Drop wetting perimeter will decrease. 
With such a displacement of  the drop changes 
the location of  all three adjacent surfaces near 
TL, as a result of  which is the increase in the 
angle of  inclination of  the segmental surface 
of  the catalyst drop at point A on the wetting 
perimeter to the NW growth axis φ, and, 
respectively, φ0 to equilibrium θ values.

To fix the condition ∆α < 0, the angle 
contraction (expansion) NW γ must correspond 
to minimum free energy of  three-phase system 
after the absorption of  the monolayer by the 
height h, i.e. meet the minimum value α. The 
minimum value α = αmin is reached, when for all 
possible variations of  the form liquid surface 
(while maintaining its volume) free energy FS 
remains constant value (minimum for stable 
equilibrium), i.e. at dFS/dγ = 0.

Differentiating (6) to the angle γ and equating 
zero derivative, we obtain the condition where 
the minimum FS(γ) is reached

cos cos .LV SL SVα β α α γ+ =  (8)
Expression (8) is mechanical balance of  

forces corresponding to free surface energies 
of  three phases in point A on the wetting 
perimeter. Equation (8) obtained under the 
assumption that it is not taken into account free 
surface anisotropy energies of  lateral i-faces of  
NWs 0 ,

i
S

i

α
γ

 ∂
= ∂ 

∑  the contribution of  the linear 
tension is neglected, and the volume of  the 
catalyst droplet VL in the process NW growth 
remains constant (dVL = 0), that it must be done 
the requirement for absolute rigidity of  a solid 
body and its insolubility in liquid. Condition 
constant volume of  liquid catalyst drop and 
insolubility in it crystallized material can be 
admitted if  we consider stationary process of  
NW growth at Т = const in the absence of  
chemical carryover and physical evaporation 
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of  the material of  the liquid phase, as well as 
not take into account the loss of  metal due to 
dissolution in solid state and surface diffusion.

From expression (8) it follows that in each 
time point of  NW growth with a transverse 
singular face, there are only the values of  
the angles γ and β, i.e. actually implemented 
such an angle of  contraction (expansion) of  
the crystal γ and such a drop contact angle β 
that correspond to the minimum increment 
free energy of  a three-phase system after 
absorption monolayer height h

cosarccos .LV SL

SV

α β αγ
α

 +
=  

 
 (9)

Thus, for constant values specific free 
energy of  boundaries phase separation αSV, 
αLV and αSL and when performing above 
requirements contact angle γ is nonlinearly 
related to the angle β (Table 1). Offset direction 
TL relative to the surface of  the drop at point 
A on the dividing line of  three phases adjacent 
to transverse singular face {111} of  the front 
crystallization, will be determined by the angle 
φ0 = β – γ, which we will call the growth angle 
(crystallization) NW, which, in turn, can be 
found from the expression

0
cosarccos .LV SL

SV

α β αϕ β
α

 +
= −  

 
 (10)

It must be said that the growth angle φ0 
(10) should not be confused with contact 
angle θ. Corner wetting characterizes partial 
equilibrium relative to the movement of  a 
liquid through a solid body and, in contrast to 
φ0, not directly associated with the process of  
crystal growth. As the angle β increases in the 
interval 0 ≤ β ≤ 1800, the angle γ also increases. 

For γ = 0 in according to (8) and (9), we obtain 
the condition equilibrium of  a drop lying on a 
horizontal extended surface (Fig. 4c)

cos ,LV SL SVα β α α+ =  (11)
those, known Young equation for mechanical 
equilibrium of  a drop on a flat surface (at β = 
θ). Displacement of  TL from the equilibrium 
position here can only be carried out at an angle 
θ horizontally along an extended solid surfaces.

At γ = 90°, from (8) follows the growth 
condition cylindrical NWs of  constant 
diameter (see expression (2) for g = 0 and VL 
= const) [6]

cos sin .SL LV LVα α β α ϕ= − =  (12)
Expression (12) reflects the equilibrium 

form drops of  catalyst on top of  a growing 
NWs in a state of  indifferent equilibrium on 
the wetting perimeter. Through the dissolution 
crystallizable substance or its excretion from a 
liquid solution of  a drop of  M-catalyst on at 
the top of  the NWs, the wetting perimeter of  
the drop is not fixed, and the latter can take 
balanced form.

From (12) it follows that under conditions 
of  indifferent equilibrium on the wetting 
perimeter on a round contour at the point 
of  contact with the NW end face A the drop 
must form a fixed equilibrium angle β = const 
(or φ = const) with the surface of  the crystal. 
Therefore, than the larger the droplet radius R, 
the larger should be the radius r of  the NW:

2
2 21 1 sin 1 cos .SL

L

r
R

α ϕ β
α

 
= − = − = − 

 
 (13)

Thus, the equilibrium form drops on 
top of  the NWs is the result of  aspirations 
of  her free superficial energy to a minimum 
and directly related with its liquid-phase state 
of  aggregation. Here the shape of  the drop 
reaches a stable equilibrium, which ensures self-
stabilization of  dimensions and cross-sectional 
shapes of  NWs in the process growth.

NANOSYSTEMS ON THE STABILITY OF CATALYST DROPS AT THE VAPOR-LIQUID-
SOLID CONTACT DURING THE GROWTH OF NANOWIRES

Table 1
Calculated values of the angle γ depending on the 

angle β for the Au–Si system for αSV{111} = 1.23 J/m2 
and αLV = 0.91 J/m2

β, degree 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180

θ, degree - - 0 32 45 54 61 66 68 69
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According to equation (13), the condition 
minimum free surface energy of  an equilibrium 
drop at the top NWs is proportionality specific 
free surface energy segments of  liquid/vapor 
interfaces and liquid/solid their distances up to 
drop center. The more free energy section of  
the interphase boundary, the farther it located 
from the center of  the drop and the smallerit 
has a surface.

If  a three-phase system due to kinetic 
limits cannot be reached or maintained the 
only values of  the equilibrium angles γ and β 
defined by expression (9), then for ensure the 
indifferent balance of  the drop at the top of  
the NW, the contact angle β must meet the 
following conditions

cos cos  
.

cos( ) cos '
LV LV

LV LV

α β α θ
α β δ α θ

≤
 − ≥

 (14)

Passing from cosines, directly, to corners, 
we have

'θ β θ γ≤ ≤ +  при γ > 0                                                        (15)
or

'θ γ β γ θ− ≤ − ≤  при γ < 90°.                         (16)
Similarly, for γ = 90° and β – 90° = φ we 

have
090 'θ ϕ θ− ≤ ≤  (17)

or
090 .θ ϕ≤ +  (18)

The first non-strict inequality in (14) 
determines the boundary condition under 
which the drop cannot slide along the transverse 
singular face, increasing the perimeter wetting 
and decreasing the contact angle. The second 
inequality (14) specifies the condition at which 
the drop cannot fall on lateral surface of  the 
NW. In this way, for the equilibrium position 
of  the drop at θ < 90° and γ > 0 contact 
angle β must be in the interval from θ to θ' 
+ γ. Therefore, on singular extended substrate, 
when γ = 0, the equilibrium angle β is fixed: β 
= θ or β = θ', depending on the orientation. 

Within the limits specified in inequalities 
(14) - (18) the range of  angle change β drop 
can maintain an indifferent balance wetting 
perimeter. This combination phases in practice 
gives a continuous range contact angle values. 
Theoretically, in according to contact angle 
hysteresis maximum contact angle β = βA (βA 
= θ' +γ) is called the leakage angle, and the 
minimum wetting angle β = βR – receding 
angle. For example, for the data in Table 1 θ 
= 35° and βA = 125°. Next, we explain the 
occurrence droplet wetting hysteresis at the 
top NWs.

Let a drop of  liquid catalyst spreads 
spontaneously crystal surface, which is the 
vertex face of  the NW {111}, in the x direction 
(Fig. 5). Free surface energy of  a three-phase 
system FS in this process should decrease: dFS/
dx < 0. In this case, will continuously decrease 
and droplet contact angle β = f(x)·(dβ/dx < 
0). For smooth face {111} this condition is 
satisfied all the way. Let now on a smooth 
surface face has a concentric fracture (edge) 
in the form of  a circle. Tilt angle the outer 
edge of  the fracture to the horizon can be 
arbitrary, but in the case of  growth of  NWs 
of  constant diameter it is 90°. At the presence 
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Fig. 5. Stopping the contour of  a spreading drop atconcentric 
break AN (edge) on the end face {111} NWs.
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of  a fracture on the periphery of  the end 
faces {111} for droplet spreading situation is 
complicated, since when fluid flows behind 
fracture increases its surface area stronger 
than when moving the TL along a smooth 
surface along the x direction (dotted line in 
Fig. 5). The power of  the surface tension acts 
in relation to new direction of  spreading AN 
under angle (β – γ). Fracture resistance can 
be overcome by a drop only on condition 
that the angle formed by the surface liquid 
and the outer surface of  the fracture (NW 
side surface) (β – γ), more contact angle θ 
between the drop surface liquid and smooth 
solid surface. Using equation (12), one can 
find overflow condition: β > (θ' + γ). For β < 
(θ'+ γ) the break at the top of  the NW is an 
insurmountable barrier to cross TL can only 
under external influences (e.g. vibrations) or 
rather strong energy fluctuations near TL. 
From here, the contact angle of  leakage on 
side surface of  NWs: βA = θ' + γ.

Under conditions where β > (θ' + γ), the 
drop falls on the side walls of  the NW. Sank at 
this wetting perimeter provides the possibility 
of  growth expanding to top of  the crystal. As 
a result of  growth expanding crystal contact 
angle side surface will decrease and, in the 
limit, reaches the receding angle on the side 
face βR = θ – γ. As a result, TL is inevitable 
should rise to the edge (break) of  the crystal. 
For γ = 90°, this edge is line of  intersection of  
the transverse singular NW faces with a set of  
faces crystallographic belt having axes, parallel 
to the NW axis.

However, if  the contact angle θ' of  the drop 
catalyst saturated with crystallizable substance 
exceeds 90°, then at γ = 90° the drop is unable 
to land on side surface of  NWs, because in this 
case β = βA > 180°. This means the absence 
contact of  the catalyst drop with the crystal.

Thus, a concentric fracture on top of  the 
NW should increase the observed contact angle 

(during leakage), which is noted in experience. 
Available at the top of  the NWs hysteresis 
of  the contact angle appears or wettability 
hysteresis.

It must be said that the occurrence during 
the growth of  NWs significant temperature 
gradients, significant fluctuations in the flows 
of  crystallized substances, concentration 
disturbances can remove the drop at the top of  
the NW from the state indifferent equilibrium 
(14) and lead to irreversible consequences 
(fragmentation drops and branching NNK, 
creeping drops on the lateral surface of  the 
crystal, bends and changes in spatial direction 
of  growth, sharp jumps in diameter and others 
(Fig. 3)).
3.3. the equIlIbrIuM droplet at the nws 
top wIth an end Curved surfaCe

Equilibrium on the wetting perimeter  drops 
of  catalyst can be obtained by growing NWs 
with a curved near TL end surface (Fig. 2). If  
for NW with a curved end surface write down 
the components of  the projections of  force 
vectors, corresponding free surface energies 
of  the interfaces αSV, αLV and αSL in point A 
on the TL to the continuation direction the 
existing side surface of  the NWC, and also in 
a direction perpendicular to it, in form of  a 
system of  equations and express the angle φ0 
in explicitly, we get the expression

2 2 2

0 arccos .
2

SV LV SL

SV LV

α α αϕ
α α

 + −
=  

 
 (19)

Expression (19) characterizes the growth 
angle (crystallization) NW φ0 in full balance of  
forces on the wetting perimeter (Fig. 6). This 
state of  steady equilibrium can only be realized 
when good wettability of  the crystalline surface 
with a drop of  catalyst (θ < 90°). For the values 
of  the Au–Si system αSV{110} = 1.50 J/m2, αLV 
= 0.91 J/m2 and αSL = 0.75 J/m2 [4,9] from 
expression (19) we obtain the value growth 
(crystallization) angle of  NWs φ0 = 23.5°.
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4. CONCLUSION
The physical substantiation of  the conditions 
is given wettability of  the crystal surface limited 
catalytic area liquid of  small volume at the end 
of  the growing  NWs characterized by contact 
angle β, which contributes to fundamental 
understanding of  nature contact angle of  
catalyst droplets on top NWs.

It is shown that under stationary conditions 
growth of  NWs with a transverse singular face 
there are unique values of  the angles β and γ, 
which correspond to the minimum increment 
free energy of  a three-phase system αLVcosβ + 
αSL = αSVcosγ and determine the drop stability 
catalyst at the top of  the NW.

It has been shown that due to the dissolution 
crystallizable substance or its excretion from 
a liquid solution, a drop of  catalyst can take 
shape at the top NWs with an angle β that does 
not satisfy contact angle condition θ in Young's 
equation.

The restrictions imposed on the angle β 
of  a stable catalyst drop with the growth of  
NWs. It has been shown that the concentric 
a break (rib) at the top of  the NW should 
increase the observed contact angle θ. 
Therefore, in conditions of  indifferent 
equilibrium on wetting perimeter, a drop of  

catalyst will be take shape at the top NWs, 
if  the hysteresis angle β is in range θ < β ≤ 
θ' + γ or θ – γ < φ ≤ θ' at γ > 0. Outside 
this range, the equilibrium is violated, and 
the drop is displaced along the end face or 
side surface of  the crystal up to positions 
where Young's equation is valid. For the 
growth of  NWs of  semiconductors in the 
form straight cylinder γ = 90° and therefore 
always β >90° and φ > 0°.

It is shown that the total thermodynamic 
equilibrium on the wetting perimeter drops 
of  catalyst can be achieved at growing NWs 
with a curved near TL end surface. Direction 
displacement of  the three-phase line relative 
to droplet surface is determined by the growth 
angle φ0: for the growth of  NWs with a 
transverse face φ0 = β – γ; for the growth of  
NWs with a curved near three-phase line end 
face 2 2 2

0 arccos(( ) / 2 ).SV LV SL SV LVϕ α α α α α= + −

The results obtained contribute 
fundamental understanding of  nature 
contact angle of  catalyst droplets on top 
NWs and expanding our vision on the 
wetting of  solids by liquids. They are can 
be used both for processes synthesis of  
NWs, opening up ways to control stable 
equilibrium of  a catalyst drop, and for a wide 
class of  other physical phenomena in which 
contact is made liquid metal or alloy with 
a surface more refractory material: welding 
and soldering contact pins of  microcircuits, 
processes sintering in powder metallurgy, 
impregnation porous framework of  liquid 
metal binding in the creation of  ceramic 
materials, crystal growth by Verneuil and 
zone recrystallization and others.
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